Why Viacom International Media Networks? Sure, you will have challenging tasks, responsibilities and freedom for your ideas, just like in other companies. But the difference is in the detail. At Viacom you’re not only contributing your Know How, but your individual passion. Become a fan of your own work. Whether you are working for MTV, VIVA, COMEDY CENTAL, Nickelodeon or our Sales division Be Viacom, you will have the opportunity to discover your true talent in an innovative work environment that fits your lifestyle. We require versatile talents - whether you are a newcomer or a professional - to help expand our content across all platforms from TV to Web.

For our Nickelodeon team in Berlin, Germany we are recruiting (middle of April), limited to 6 months, an

**Intern Production Management (f/m)**

**Just the right job for you:**
- Supporting the creative Nickelodeon in the organization of shootings (e.g. motives are looking for, inquire performer, or arrange catering etc.)
- Booking of voice over artists and sound studios in consultation with the producers
- Taking care about excel lists
- Coordinate the rental of DV camera equipment to our editors
- Take care about some accounting of our service providers
- Coordination of our clip material

**That’s why we want you:**
- Study with the main focus on Production or you want to work in this area
- Ideally already experienced in a production management department (office &/ or on a set of a movie or commercial production)
- Advanced knowledge of MS Office and basic knowledge of Final Cut would be eligible
- Strong organizational and communication skills
- Proactive, a fast learner, motivated and able to work under pressure
- Pronounced team player
- Driver license
- Strong interest in working in a multi-cultural environment speaking both German and English

**Sounds just like You?** Then this job will suit you perfectly. Send us your application and let us know your earliest possible starting date via webpage [www.viacom.de/jobs](http://www.viacom.de/jobs).